Ezio Mobile
Improve security of your on-line services
COVERING **MOBILE AND NON MOBILE CHANNELS**

- **Mobile channels**
  - Mobile banking
  - Mobile wallet
  - Proximity Payment
  - P2P Payment
  - Mobile Commerce
  - Card management

- **Non-mobile channels**
  - Online Banking
  - Branch Banking
  - Phone Banking
  - eCommerce
  - Proximity Payment
  - ATM
EZIO and Mellon HUB... to reduce Costs

**OPEX – CAPEX Benefits**

- Combination with existing IT infrastructure (Auth Server)
- Reduced IT Operational Expenses (i.e. SMS)
- No Capital Expenses (i.e. HW infra)
- Mellon trained Engineers and PM to implement and support Ezio
- Continuous monitoring of cyber threats evolution and faster updates on new threats

.... Thus Bank’s IT Resources focus on building use cases rather than following sec trends
RISK SCORING

ASSESSES THE AUTHENTICATION CONTEXT OF A WEB OR MOBILE SESSION

IDENTITY VERIFICATION

DIGITAL ON-BOARDING AND KYC
REMOTE ISSUING of Q-CERTS & REMOTE CONTRACT SIGNING

MELLON DIGITAL BANKING SOLUTIONS

STRICT USER AUTH

AUTHENTICATE USERS STRONGLY WITH HW OR MOBILE

TRANSACTION SIGNING

SIGN DATA OF THE TRANSACTIONS WITH HW OR MOBILE

A toolbox to cover any gap and achieve PSD2 compliance

(Greek Law 4537 – 15.05.2018)
EZIO HELPS BANKS...

1. INCREASE SECURITY
2. IMPROVE CONVENIENCE
3. COMPLY WITH REGULATIONS

- Against current and future threats
- To replace weak solutions (i.e. SMS OTP)
- To integrate with any HW Token (Corporate)
- To leverage existing investments

- Easy to use and trust the brand
- Any Channel
- Any Segment (retail, corporate, private)
- Any Use Case

- PSD2
- Strong Customer Authentication
- Transaction Signing
- Dynamic Linking